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‘need to define optimal type and dose of exercise’;
‘It is now time that the health systems create
The necessary infrastructure to ensure that
supervised exercise can be prescribed as medicine’
‘need to understand
mechanisms’

Population level: “Society in general needs
to be more active: policy, environment,
Infrastructure”
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“the addition of CRF for risk classification presents health professionals with unique
opportunities to improve patient management and to encourage lifestyle-based
strategies designed to reduce cardiovascular risk. These opportunities must
be realized to optimize the prevention and treatment of cardiovascular disease
and hence meet the American Heart Association’s 2020 goals”.

• The exercise test is a better predictor of
morbidity and mortality than hypertension,
hyperglycemia, hyperlipidemia and obesity
combined…
Position Stand: Exercise testing should be included in any physical exam in the
Primary Care setting
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What we are doing at UBC

Mission •
•

Reduce morbidity and mortality
from preventable chronic disease
Improve individual function
and health through individualized
exercise and nutrition

Division of Sport and Exercise Medicine

We situated Kinesiology students in primary clinics in
remote regions of BC to implement exercise testing and exercise programs
for patients with Metabolic Syndrome.

We all know Exercise
Works! The Health system
Has yet to adopt it

CFAS has led similar work

• “……….. translational medicine
clinical researchers and/or
integrative physiologists need to
identify the clinical problem to be
solved, and the new techniques
should be brought to bear in an
integrative setting to identify new
biological mechanisms.
• a ‘human-to-molecule’ strategy,
which includes an integrative
physiological approach, with a
focus on homeostasis and
principles of physiological control
will more successfully lead to the
development of new diagnostics
and treatments

“The challenge is to use integrative
physiology to incorporate the findings
from ‘omics’ into models with
relevance to patient groups and/or
populations, to facilitate the study of
gene-physiology, environmental and
cultural interactions”

‘High-resolution phenotyping’
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What is “omics”?
• “-ome”  “the complete whole of a class of
substances for a species or an individual” [Wikitionary]
• “Omics”  measurement of the abundance and/or
structural characterization of a large range of molecules
that are involved in biological processes such as
metabolism and its regulation.”
•
•
•
•
•

DNA  genome
RNA  transcriptome
Proteins  proteome
Metabolites  metabolome
(many other ‘omes’, e.g. the degradome, exposome, responsome)

Exercise Omics
‘Next step in understanding mechanisms
Underlying Exercise effects on Health’ ?
• What molecular signals regulate exercise adaptations?
• What are the inter-organ communication signals
underlying tissue and organ remodeling with exercise?
• How do these signals indicate health?

EDV
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Many advances made on
The molecular mechanisms
Underlying exercise benefits
For health, inter-organ
Communication, organ remodeling

Molecular Mechanisms
Of Exercise as Medicine

OMICS advances

Mass-spectrometry based proteomics provides insights into protein abundance, cell-type and timedependent expression patterns, post-translational modifications (PTMs) and protein–protein
interactions, all of which carry biological information.

Human Proteome Project
Human Protein Atlas
ProteomeXchange
Consortium

-characterize the human proteome
-Generate antibodies for all human proteins
-Gathering and sharing of proteomic data

www.proteomicsdb.org
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ProteomicsDB: ~12,000 ubiquitously expressed proteins in the control
and maintenance of cells
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•
•
•
•
•

Absence of mood enhancement
Lower brain blood flow
Less neurogenesis
Brain
less executive control of memory
Smaller brain size (hippocamp,
frontal superior lobes)
• Loss of motor control

Breast Cancer
• Non-alcoholic
Fatty liver disease
• High LDL, Low HDL
• Hypertension
• Low immunity

•
•
•
•

Physical Inactivity
And Disease

Alzheimer’s Disease
Dementia
Depression
Stroke
Cardiovascular
• Congestive heart failure
• Endothelial Dysfunction
• Greater damage to ischemic event
• Inflammation of vascular wall
• Lower maximal cardiac output
-lower cardiac reserve
-lower maximal VO2

Type 2 Diabetes

Visceral Obesity
Colon Cancer

• Erectile dysfunction
• Osteoporosis

Sarcopenia
• Loss of neuromuscular strength
• Lower insulin sensitivity
• Reduced oxidative capacity

• Loss of structure & function
of joints, Ligaments, tendons

• Reduced skin
wound healing

• Hypertension
• Increased arterial stiffness
• Peripheral artery disease

Reduced Quality of Life

Premature Death

• Increased incidence of
at least 17 diseases with
Inactivity

OMICS/Systems Biology
Field aims to solve modern
Chronic disease
Integrative Physiologists
Have said ‘wait’ same old
Approach: ‘what about Exercise?’
(see slide 7)

Economic Cost $$
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See next slide

Molecular Approaches to
Exercise

~560
Proteins
Phosphorylated
With acute
exercise

Fr

From Muscle
Samples
FT

Hum

Peptidomics: quantitative system-wide view of peptide regulation during
exercise; Enabling Identification of novel peptides in inter-organ Communication
and cellular physiology that contribute to beneficial effects of exercise
……valuable approach to characterizing
bioactive endogenous peptides; potentially
a diagnostic tool

Emerging studies:
Classifying
Protein responses
According to systems
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Is there a way to find underlying mechanisms?

Exercise as part of cancer treatment confers ~35% reduction in mortality and recurrence
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Exercise OMICS Models

Exercise Omics
Time/ Days

Sedentary

Trained

Models

Cell Culture
Fat/
Muscle
Blood
Connective
tissue

Biopsies

+/- Treatment

GDF 11
IL-6
ACTN 3
Citrate
ANP / BNP

A-V
Blood
Sampling

Proteomics/
Metabolomics

Cultured cells

Myogenic cell fusion,
gene expression profiles

Pathway-Based Multi-Omic
integration
Altered
Pathway

Altered Pathway

Huan et al., Nature Methods, 2017

Online Platform
available

Exercise OMICS
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Aim: Build a Library of Exercise Responsive Molecules

Proteoglycan 4

Studies we are conducting

https://globalnews.ca/video/5913040/health-matters-newfilm-looks-at-decline-in-children-running-free
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OMICS Response: Trained vs Untrained Adults
Principal component Analysis: 300 metabolites, 200 proteins
Data has been centered, scaled (Pareto) and log transformed (glog)

Sedentary

Exercise Trained

● Differences between sedentary (controls) and Exercise Trained
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Exercise Omics & Athletic
Performance

32

Metabolites + Proteins

UBC ROWERS STUDY

PLS-DA (log transformed and Pareto scaled)

Rest
Post-exercise
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Significant progress: refer to slide 7

A big challenge for exercise biologists in the next 40
years will be to connect distinct signaling cascades to
defined metabolic responses and specific changes in
gene expression that occur after exercise; and in
different populations.
This is complicated because of complex networks,
cross-talk, feedback regulation and transient
activation. Omics technologies, computational
systems biology approaches to exercise biology
should facilitate progress.

‘It is the organism’s phenotype as a
whole that interacts and adapts to the
external world. The study of exercise
biology shows that the need to
integrate observations from genes,
molecules, and cells In a physiological
context has never been greater’

Robust computational and bioinformatic analytical tools
allowing Integration of large data sets from multiple omic
platforms with in vivo exercise physiology measures would
contribute greatly to our understanding of the response to
acute exercise and long-term adaption to regular exercise.
Molecular profiles in cells and tissues (the exercise
responsome”) would provide a benchmark for interpreting
health across ages, sex, and disease states.
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Integration of Exercise Physiology & Molecular Benefits of Exercise

Exercise in Health
Promotion

Integrative Biology of Health

Reference Slides
o References

o Background information

Genomics
• Sequence DNA from cell samples (e.g., blood)

• Look for variants such as single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)

• Often perform “genome wide association studies”

• Look for associations between genome-wide set of genetic variants
and phenotype (i.e., human traits (e.g., height, VO2MAX))

• Gene predictor scores

• Sum up the number of “favourable” alleles for a given gene

• **“Static”

• Don’t actually know which genes are being expressed

Transcriptomics
• Dynamic changes in gene transcription
• E.g., messenger RNA (mRNA)

• Measure RNA levels using:
• Microarray techniques
• RNA sequencing platforms

• microRNAs = small non-coding RNA molecules
• Also contribute to post-transcriptional modifications

Proteomics
• Transcriptome changes lead to changes in protein activity and/or abundance
central to cell/tissue function

• Secretome  proteins secreted by cell/tissue
• Myokinome (muscle), adipokinome (adipose tissue), adipomyokinome (muscle & adipose
tissue)

• Protein activity affected by post-translational modifications
• Phosphoproteome  reversible phosphorylation by kinases and phosphatases
• Acetylome  protein acetylation on lysine reisudes

• Peptidome  low molecular weight endogenous peptides
• In plasma, peptides are a rich source of hormones

• Measured by mass spectrometry or immunohistochemistry

Metabolomics
• Measurement of low molecular weight organic and inorganic compounds involved in
biochemical reactions
• Reactants, intermediates, or product of enzyme-mediated biochemical reactions
• E.g., amino acids, biogenic amines, phospholipids, sugars
• Can be released by commensal and symbiotic organisms

• “Dynamic”  may provide an indication of the current physiological state
• Change in physiological state over time
• Change in physiological state in response to a stimuli or intervention
• Medium: tissue, biofluids (serum, plasma, urine, saliva), expired air, etc.
• Plasma metabolome provides snapshot of intracellular metabolomics

• **Although metabolites have been measured for centuries, high-throughput metabolomics
facilitates the large-scale analysis of hundreds of metabolites simultaneously and
repeatedly

Microbiomics
o Microorganisms live on and inside us
o Majority of the human microbiota reside in the gut (**will focus on the gut
microbiome)

o Produce vitamins and digest fibre
o Interact with the immune system (70% of immune cells reside
in the gut)
o Regulate dietary energy harvest
o Regulate metabolism of microbial- and host-derived chemicals
o Gut microbiome acts like an endocrine organ

o Releases compounds into interstitial tissue, picked up by
blood/lymph
o Can look at “who is there” (metagenomics) and “what they are doing”
(metatranscriptomics)

Omics data analysis
• Rate-limiting step to discovering molecular
transducers of physical activity is the bioinformatics
• Need to extract the most useful signals and generate the
most appropriate biological interpretation

• Advent of stable and cost-effective high-throughput
technologies has facilitated “untargeted”, “hypothesisfree” approaches
• Leads to high-dimensional data
• I.e., “small n, large p” problem – number of measured
variables p >>> number of observations n
• E.g., only 10 subjects but 1000 metabolites for each sample

Chadeau-Hyam et al. Environ Mol Mutagen. 2013;54(7):542-7.

Omics data analysis
3 main approaches to the “small n, large p” problem:
o Univariate  association between each omics variable and
the outcome of interest, alongside multiple testing correction
strategy
o I.e., if 1000 variables, running >>1000 statistical tests and therefore
high probability you will wrongly find a statistically significant
difference

o Multivariate  dimension reduction methods that reduce the
number of variables by “creating” new “latent” variables
o Linear combinations of original variables that explain as much
variation as possible

o Variable selection techniques  select a subset of omics
variables that predicts the outcome of interest

R

Analysis of large omic data sets
“Loadings”

Raw data

R

**how much each original variable
contributes to the new component

“Residuals”
Columns = variables (e.g., metabolites,
proteins) – **large p

**the leftovers/error – want
this to be small

Rows =
samples
(e.g.,
subjects)
**small
n

One “principal component” or new “latent”
variable
**Only 1 column!

“Scores”
**The “new” data
**Calculated

“Scores plot”

“Loadings plot”

**shows “scores” for
each individual
subject

**shows how much each
original variable (e.g., a
metabolite) contributes to
the component

If a subject has a
“positive” score,
then the subject is
likely to have an
above average
value for loadings
that are positive
(and below
average for
loadings that are
negative)

**Thus, for one
subject, can see
how a large
number of
metabolites or
proteins are likely
to respond

Other references
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• Exosomes = small extracellular vesicles (EV)
released into circulation
(e.g., during exercise)
• Carry proteins, lipids,
nucleic acids
• Transport cargo

• EV trafficking may be
essential to tissue
crosstalk during exercise
Whitham et al. Cell Metab. 2018;27:237-51.
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Genome scale metabolic models (GEM)
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Is there a biological basis to
resistance to weight loss?

……….discovery potential of applying “omics” technologies to
understand interorgan crosstalk and biological network systems during exercise.
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